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STELLAR JOCKEYS AUGUST NEWSLETTER
Welcome back to your monthly Stellar Jockeys newsletter for August 2023.

This month's post is about the art dev process for one of the enemy

vehicles in Brigador Killers.

Benjamin, Stellar Jockeys

Designing a SWAT Vehicle From The Wheels Up

Question: What do you get when you take a Russian chassis, a German hull

and a commentary on American police militarization? Answer: About 1200

words on the subject.

Read August's BK Dev Post

New Mini Models Are Coming
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Our community manager Aniviron has put together a brief gallery of the

new sets of 1/144 miniatures over on the Brigador subreddit. Blister packs

for the Fork, Buckmaster, Pellinore, Dorothy, Mongoose (and maybe

something else..?) will be coming to the Stellar Jockeys merchandise

store later in September.

View gallery

Community Spotlight

Flyingdebris has revealed that Octovarious Semicolon has made a new

friend (click to enlarge)...
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Carlos Terraphage (as he now calls himself) is among other voidborne, a

total loser, and after arriving in Solo Nobre at great expense, ends up

befriending local Speeb Octovarious Semicolon in an e�ort to learn from

him how to hook up with abhorrently muscled Nobreans. In turn,

Semicolon wants to learn from a real spacer how to get with space ladies.

Both have no idea what they are doing having no interest in their own

cultures.

...Server newcomer SpaceMongol made this incredible Brigador-themed

hangar scene...

...King Slav was inspired to 3D print an alternate take on the Touro

originally posted by mellonbread all the way back in December 2018...

...and keeping on the Touro theme, Ri�eInfantry did a cutaway drawing to

close out this month's selection.
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In fact the community was so active that we don't have the space in this

newsletter to show o� everything they made. Fortunately, they're all

archived in the #becks_best channel of our discord server.

Join Our Discord Server

Next Month

We hope you have all had a pleasant summer break and we look forward

to dishing out more BK news in September.

Stellar Jockeys

2711 N Albany Ave #1

Chicago, IL 60647

United States
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